Impact of Heat on Coil Hydrodynamic Size Yields the Energetics of Denatured State Conformational Bias.
Conformational equilibria in the protein denatured state have key roles regulating folding, stability, and function. The extent of conformational bias in the protein denatured state under folding conditions, however, has thus far proven elusive to quantify, particularly with regard to its sequence dependence and energetic character. To better understand the structural preferences of the denatured state, we analyzed both the sequence dependence to the mean hydrodynamic size of disordered proteins in water and the impact of heat on the coil dimensions, showing that the sequence dependence and thermodynamic energies associated with intrinsic biases for the α and polyproline II (PPII) backbone conformations can be obtained. Experiments that evaluate how the hydrodynamic size changes with compositional changes in the protein reveal amino acid specific preferences for PPII that are in good quantitative agreement with calorimetry-measured values from unfolded peptides and those inferred by survey of the protein coil library. At temperatures above 25 °C, the denatured state follows the predictions of a PPII-dominant ensemble. Heat effects on coil hydrodynamic size indicate the α bias is comparable to the PPII bias at cold temperatures. Though historically thought to give poor resolution to structural details, the hydrodynamic size of the unfolded state is found to be an effective reporter on the extent of the biases for the α and PPII backbone conformations.